
 

IGNIS consolidates ALTR THINK 

Accelerating development and overseas rollout of next-generation SNS  

with over 10 million messages 

 

IGNIS LTD.  

 

Tokyo, Japan –October 16, 2014– IGNIS LTD., a Japanese leading smartphone apps 

developer, is pleased to announce that it has decided and concluded a contract of 

transfer, in accordance with a resolution approved at a meeting of the Board of 

Directors held on October 16, 2014, to acquire all of the shares in issue of ALTR 

THINK, Inc. and to consolidate the company as a wholly-owned subsidiary. The 

company will become a consolidated subsidiary of IGNIS from October 2014. 

 

The mission of ALTR THINK is to ‘Alter your thinking through a simple experience' .It 

is a company that is involved in planning and developing highly advanced, 

cutting-edge smartphone applications aiming to alter the views of people around the 

world subtly through its products. In April 2014, ALTR THINK unveiled the official 

release of an iOS version of the anonymous SNS “Hima Switch(Board),” which is the 

world's first service for matching up people with free time (himajin). Seen by the 

fact that ALTR THINK entered the global market only four months after the launch of 

its first product, yet achieving over 10 million message exchanges in the service in 

only 5 months, shows that ALTR THINK has a great degree of planning capabilities 

which can offer innovative products to alter the user’s way of viewing the world 

 

IGNIS's vision, on the other hand, is ‘Creating new standards over and over again’, 

and is involved in the planning and development of applications in various different 

genres including tools, entertainments, casual games, native social games, and 

freemium comic applications, etc., and has achieved an accumulated total of 60 

million downloads as of August 2014. IGNIS has been putting high priority on SNS, 

of which ALTR THINK has been developing to date. Consequently, we believe that we 

are able to provide higher value-added products, both in Japan and overseas, by 

enhancing our development capability that can maximize the synergy effect of the 

two companies, that is the eminent planning capabilities of ALTR THINK in the SNS 

genre, and IGNIS’s significant abilities of development and monetization. 

 



 

 

IGNIS and ALTR THINK, by maximizing the advantages of each company, 

continuously aim to enhance each company’s corporate value by developing 

products that will gain widespread users in future. We anticipate however that the 

consolidation ALTR THINK INC. will only have a negligible impact on the company's 

consolidated business results at present. 

 

 

■Summary of ALTR THINK 

Company name ALTR THINK, INC. 

President and CEO Takuya Moriguchi 

Establishment April 2013 

Capital 1,000,000 yen 

Headquarter Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Business 

Planning, development, operation and 

sale of free native application for 

smartphone 

URL http://altrthink.com/ 

 

 

About IGNIS LTD. 

IGNIS is a leading smartphone application company that is involved in planning, 

development, operation and sales of products. IGNIS’s company philosophy is “Until 

we impact the world, we won't be satisfied.” Since its establishment in May 2010, 

IGNIS has launched a wide range of smartphone applications, including utility tools, 

entertainment, games and more, which have resulted in an accumulated total of 60 

million downloads as of August 2014. IGNIS has succeeded to produce many smash 

hit applications which have exceeded 1 million downloads to date, precisely meeting 

a huge variety of needs for smartphone users. Through challenging and developing 

new genre, IGNIS aims to create internet services establishing “new standards” over 



 

and over again. 

 

Public Relations, IGNIS LTD. 

E-mail：info@1923.co.jp 

 


